Data Protection Declaration
You can register for the above-mentioned event on our website.
Mandatory fields (data required for the conduction of the event; legal basis Article 6 (1b) GDPR):
First and last name of the contact person/registrant, email address, team name, first and last names
of all team members.
Optional fields (voluntary information, consent legal basis Article 6 (1a) GDPR):
Institution, number of previous participations, first and last names of possible guest participants,
comments.
After your registration we process the data at the research institute CODE. The data will be sent by
transport-layer encrypted email to the person in charge at the research institute CODE. The website
servers are located in the IT center of the Universität der Bundeswehr München. The servers of the
Institute CODE are located at a branch of UniBw M in the CASCADA building. Both server systems are
state of the art.
We use your data for the organization and conduction of the event, in particular
1. we print lists of participants, which contain some data (team name, name of contact person, names
of team members, names of possible guests),
2. we print name badges that show some of the data (team name, first names of team members),
3. we pass on some of the data (team name, first names of team members) to the moderators of the
event,
4. we use your contact details (name of contact person, email address) to send you event-related
material (e.g. information on qualifying, program, evaluation, subsequent CTF events),
5. the contact person soon after registration receives a personalized link to the game-/scoreboard of
xoDynamics GmbH (https://www.xodynamics.de/), where a registration of the team with team name,
password and email address (for verification of the account) is required,
6. we use the data of your registered team members also for the above-mentioned purposes (1-3).
Regarding point 5: xoDynamics GmbH (https://www.xodynamics.de/) is an external service provider
and is responsible for the provision of the gameboard (provision of challenges) and scoreboard
(provision of the points overview) during the event (qualifying and main event). The contact
information (email address) provided during registration on the game-/scoreboard of xoDynamics
GmbH will only be stored for the duration of the event and will be used within the scope of the event.
You have the possibility to object to the use of your data for these purposes, in whole or in part, at any
time by sending an email with your request to datenschutz@unibw.de. We will then immediately stop
sending you further information and your data will be deleted. In this case, we may not be able to
answer your request or guarantee the participation of your team in the event. A revocation applies in
each case only to the future use of your data. Already created printed matter that does not have a
personalized character remains unaffected. Your data will not be passed on to third parties beyond
the points mentioned above. The data will be deleted after the event has ended. It is intended to
permanently display the team names officially online both textually and graphically (scoring list).
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Further information on data protection, including your further rights, the possibility to complain and
further
contact
details
can
be
found
at
https://www.unibw.de/home/footer/datenschutzerklaerung#tile-id-d47dc1ef-d966-405e-90e6bab394433477.
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